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Abstract
Accurate assessment of dysfunction is central to clinical psychological science, essential for valid conclusions about
prevalence, risk, and appropriate intervention. Measures applied without adjustment across diverse racial/ethnic groups
may risk errors if measurement equivalence has not been established. We tested this possibility in the domain of youth
depression, applying item response theory (IRT) and differential item functioning (DIF) analyses to reports by White,
Black, Latino, and Asian youths (N = 2,335) on the most widely used measure of symptoms, the Children’s Depression
Inventory (CDI). Analyses revealed that 77% of CDI items were nonequivalent indicators of symptom severity across
groups. CDI sum scores exhibited marked overestimations of group differences and inappropriate classification as
“clinically elevated” for 29% of Latino, 23% of Black, and 10% of Asian youths. Applying DIF adjustment corrected
these errors. The study demonstrates a useful strategy for ethnically sensitive assessment, applicable to other symptom
domains and ethnic groups.
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Depression is highly impairing and carries significant
social, emotional, and functional consequences. Indeed,
the World Health Organization (2004) predicts that
depression will be the world’s most burdensome psychiatric disorder in the 21st century. This underscores the
need for the most accurate assessment possible, to facilitate precise tracking of the extent and scope of the problem and to inform efforts to prevent and treat depression.
This is especially important in the school-age years, as
rates of depression surge during the transition from childhood to adolescence (Costello, Mustillo, Erkanli, Keeler,
& Angold, 2003; Weisz, McCarty, & Valeri, 2006); indeed,
nearly 14% of American youths are diagnosed at some
point during adolescence (Merikangas et al., 2010).
In the United States, the need for accurate assessment
of depressive symptoms in the childhood to adolescence

transition readily focuses attention on race and ethnicity,
given national demographic trends. Some 46% of
Americans younger than 18 are racial/ethnic minority
youths (Mather, Pollard, & Jacbobsen, 2011), and this percentage is increasing steadily (U.S. Census Bureau, 2013).
Research on rates of depression in different U.S. racial/
ethnic groups has produced widely varying results, raising the question of whether standard measures using
standard scoring actually produce equivalent assessment
of symptoms across different racial/ethnic groups (Allen
& Astuto, 2012; Crockett, Randall, Shen, Russell, &
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Driscoll, 2005; Merikangas & Knight, 2012). For example,
although some have suggested that out-group stress and
a historical “stigma of inferiority” increase susceptibility
of Black youths to depressive symptoms (Wight et al.,
2005), assessment studies disagree as to whether depressive symptomatology is more pronounced in Black than
White youths (Cole, Martin, Peeke, Henderson, & Harwell,
1998; Kistner, David, & White, 2003; Roberts, Roberts, &
Chen, 1997), more pronounced in White youths (Saluja
et al., 2004), or not significantly different between groups
(e.g., Paxton, Valois, Watkins, Huebner, & Drane, 2007;
Twenge & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2002).
Somewhat more consistent findings indicate a particularly high level of depression symptomatology among
Latino youths (Allen & Astuto, 2012; Doi, Roberts,
Takeuchi, & Suzuki, 2001; Paxton et al., 2007; Roberts
et al., 1997; Saluja et al., 2004; Twenge & NolenHoeksema, 2002; U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, 2001), and increased risk for suicidality (Peña,
Matthieu, Zayas, Masyn, & Caine, 2012; Peña, Zayas,
Cabrera-Nguyen, & Vega, 2012). Some suggest that immigration and acculturation pressures, as well as fatalism as
part of the culture, render Latino youths especially prone
to depression (Allen & Astuto, 2012; Paxton et al., 2007;
Roberts et al., 1997). However, assessment findings have
differed on whether Latino youths’ symptom levels are
higher (e.g., Allen & Astuto, 2012; Paxton et al., 2007) or
not (Kubik, Lytle, Birnbaum, Murray, & Perry, 2003). For
Asian youths, some evidence suggests greater risk compared with White or other minority youths (Kubik et al.,
2003), whereas other research indicates no difference
from other ethnic groups (Saluja et al., 2004; Wight et al.,
2005). Some have suggested that these youths’ increased
risk for depression symptomatology is related to reduced
help-seeking behavior and stressors associated with
immigration (e.g., language barriers, isolation).
Such divergent findings across studies pose a challenge
for those who seek to understand risk and prevalence in
different racial/ethnic groups. The divergent findings may
result from a number of factors, including cross-study differences in samples, inclusion criteria, and other study
procedures, but the conflicting results have raised another
concern: assessment of depression symptoms in different
racial/ethnic groups, to date, has been carried out by
scoring standard measures without any adjustment for
group characteristics. This approach implicitly assumes
that standard measures scored in the same standard way
for different groups will generate symptom scores that
have invariant meaning in all the groups. That assumption
may warrant attention, and testing. As a case example,
consider the Children’s Depression Inventory (CDI;
Kovacs, 1992, 2004), the most widely used self-report
measure of depression symptoms in children and adolescents (Twenge & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2002). To date, the

CDI has been used in more than 1,000 studies (Google
Scholar; PsycINFO; accessed September 7, 2014); to our
knowledge, in none of those studies that included multiple racial/ethnic groups was there any adjustment in scoring based on group membership. This would not be a
problem if standard item scoring generates scores with
the same meaning for each racial/ethnic group; but if that
were not the case, then standard scoring with no adjustment could produce an invalid picture of depression
symptomatology in one or more racial/ethnic groups.
Thus, it is useful to know whether widely used measures
such as the CDI are invariantly measuring depression
symptoms across different racial/ethnic groups.
Assessing measurement invariance is essential for
understanding group differences. Measurement invariance is the state of affairs in which the function relating
latent variables to observations is the same across all
groups being compared (Borsboom, 2006). Borsboom
(2006) indicates that tests for measurement invariance are
necessary when evaluating group differences in mean
scores because the presence of bias may confound the
very scores that are producing observed differences.
Indeed, Kovacs (2004) encouraged investigation of crossethnic differences in CDI scores. Kovacs did not report
evidence of measurement differences across racial/ethnic
groups in the factor analytic structure of the CDI in the
normative sample, but noted that further research was
needed to inform conclusions about score interpretation
cross-ethnically due to group differences that have been
found in prior studies. A few very helpful studies have
investigated cross-ethnic measurement invariance of the
CDI, but in rather limited ways and without the use of the
refined item response theory (IRT) methods that are now
more readily available.
Cole and colleagues (1998) found evidence for invariant factor structure on the CDI for Black and White children using multigroup confirmatory factor analysis. Steele
and colleagues (2006) found invariant factor structure on
the CDI for Black and White youths, but found that two
of five factors on the CDI were distinct dimensions for
Black but not White youths. Politano, Nelson, Evans,
Sorenson, and Zeman (1986) found different factor structures and factor weights across Black and White adolescents. One study comparing White and Latino youths
found evidence of measurement equivalence on the CDI
by comparing regression parameters and intercorrelations between symptoms and other functional outcomes
across groups (Knight, Viridin, Ocampo, & Roosa, 1994).
A recent examination by Huang and Dong (2013) confirmed that few studies have appropriately compared factor structure across racial/ethnic groups and that we still
lack evidence that the CDI is cross-ethnically equivalent
for youths. Moreover, although a few studies have compared White youths to one other racial/ethnic group, no
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studies, to our knowledge, have compared different
minority groups to one another. So, the evidence to date
is limited both methodologically and demographically.
On the methodological front, psychometric advances
call for a more fine-grained approach to testing crossethnic measurement invariance than has been used with
the CDI to date. IRT has been identified as a particularly
appropriate psychometric method for testing measurement equivalence (de Ayala, 2009). IRT overcomes many
limitations of classical test theory analyses—the traditional approach that includes the previously noted factor
analytic methods. Under classical test theory, observed
scores on a measure are test-based and group-dependent;
therefore, true scores (i.e., latent variable scores) are
heavily influenced by the characteristics of the sample.
As a result, scores will change as the properties of the
measure change (Hambleton & Jones, 1993). Under IRT,
individuals’ latent trait scores are estimated from the statistical properties of the scale items, which are independent of the groups they were estimated from. Resulting
trait scores are thus less dependent on sample characteristics (Hambleton & Jones, 1993), and because item characteristics are also sample-independent, IRT estimates
have superior generalizability. Furthermore, IRT accounts
for the ordinal level of data, which makes it a good fit to
the CDI’s ordinal scale approach.
In the present study, we used a sample of 2,335 early
adolescents to evaluate whether the CDI exhibits measurement invariance across the four largest racial/ethnic
groups in the United States: White, Black, Asian, and
Latino. The study is the first, to our knowledge, to include
more than two racial/ethnic groups, and the first to use
current IRT methods to examine invariance on the CDI
cross-ethnically. We tested the dimensional structure of
the CDI to determine whether it is consistent cross-
ethnically, and we tested whether the individual items
functioned invariantly across groups. Overall, we sought
to evaluate whether biases impact between-group mean
differences in depression levels as well as categorical
classification of youths into the clinically elevated symptom range, and thus whether adjustments in scoring will
be needed to generate an unbiased picture of depression
symptomatology in the different racial/ethnic groups.

Method
Participants and procedure
Participants were 2,335 sixth and seventh grade students, 53% female, and with mean age of 11.74 years.
The sixth and seventh grades (53% and 47% of the sample, respectively) provided a focus on early adolescence, the period when rates of depression begin to rise
sharply (McLaughlin, Hilt, & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2007).
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Some 41% identified their race/ethnicity as White, 20%
as Black, 7% as Asian, and 32% as Latino (other racial/
ethnic groups, including mixed race/ethnicity, were
excluded due to small ns). Some 13% identified as firstgeneration immigrants, 27% as second-generation, and
13% as third-generation. Previous work (e.g., Gil & Vega,
1996) suggests the need to document participant nationality. Among youths identifying as Latino, 46% identified
their nationality as Mexican, 1.4% as Cuban, 18.9% as
Puerto Rican, 25.8% as Central or South American, 15.3%
as Dominican, and 6.9% as other Latin American background. Among youths identifying as Asian, 42.9% identified their nationality as Chinese, 13.6% as Japanese,
16.9% as Korean, 10.7% as Filipino, and 27.1% as other
Asian background. Across all racial/ethnic groups, 53.2%
of youths reported that they speak only English at home,
13.8% reported that they spoke mostly English and sometimes another language at home, whereas 14.5% of
youths reported that they speak both English and another
language equally at home. Some 11.9% of youths reported
that they speak mostly another language at home and
sometimes English, whereas 6.6% of youths reported
speaking only a language other than English at home.
Based on the 85th percentile cutoff for clinically elevated
scores on the CDI (see Kovacs, 2004), 393 participants
(22% White, 25% Black, 8% Asian, and 44% Latino) had
clinically elevated depression symptoms.
Participants were recruited from 10 middle schools in
California and Massachusetts, with the CDI administered
orally at each school, in classroom-sized groups, in
English. Informed parental consent and student assent
were obtained, following institutional review board
approval from the University of California, Los Angeles
and the Judge Baker Children’s Center, Harvard Medical
School. Parental consent forms were provided to families
in English and Spanish, depending on parental preference and language fluency/comprehension.

Children’s Depression Inventory
The CDI, the most widely used self-report measure of
depression, is supported by extensive reliability and
validity data (e.g., Kovacs, 1992). Items are written as
ordered, categorical sentences with three response categories (e.g., 0 = nobody really loves me, 1 = I am not sure
if anybody loves me, or 2 = I am sure that somebody loves
me). Across studies, Cronbach’s alpha has ranged from
.80 to .94 (Saylor, Finch, Spirito, & Bennett, 1984) and
test–retest reliability from .38 to .87 (Saylor et al., 1984).
The single item (of 27 total) asking about suicidal ideation was removed due to the school officials’ concerns
about suggesting suicide to youths who might not otherwise have thought of it. Prior research has not shown the
26-item version to differ from the original 27-item version
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in terms of the network of social and psychological constructs the CDI is associated with (Twenge & NolenHoeksema, 2002). Cronbach’s alpha for the scale in the
present study was .88.

Data analyses
All statistical analyses were performed in the R environment for statistical computing (R Core Team, 2015).
Tests of unidimensionality. To perform IRT analyses
on the full CDI, there must be evidence that all of the
items on the scale are measuring the same underlying
construct. Therefore, we first determined the dimensional
structure of the CDI using ordinal exploratory factor analysis (EFA) based on polychoric correlations as implemented in the psych package (Revelle, 2015) in R. Scale
dimensions were initially determined for all four ethnic
groups combined, then for each ethnic group individually, with the best-fitting dimensional structure across the
full sample and the four groups used in subsequent analyses. These present methods are patterned after Hambrick
et al. (2010) and van Beek, Hessen, Hutteman, Verhulp,
and van Leuven (2012).
Estimated IRT model and parameters. Next, we
used an IRT-based approach to detect DIF across ethnic
groups using the lordif package in R (S. W. Choi, Gibbons, & Crane, 2011). Internally this package uses the
graded response model (GRM; Samejima, 1969) to scale
the items. Unidimensional CDI scale(s) were fit to a GRM,
which allows for variation in two types of IRT parameters
estimated by the model. One of these is the item discrimination parameter. Discrimination refers to the strength of
association between each item and the latent construct of
depression symptom severity, establishing each item’s
capability to distinguish between respondents located at
various points along the symptom severity continuum.
The discrimination parameter (α) for each item can be
understood in classical test theory terms as the correlation between a particular item and the observed score
(i.e., the total or sum score) on the measure (de Ayala,
2009). Item discrimination is analogous to a factor loading under classical test theory factor analytic methods.
The second set of parameters are the item category
location parameters. Item location, referred to as “item
difficulty” in proficiency or aptitude tests, models the distribution of items across the continuum of depression
symptom severity, identifying where each item best captures symptom severity. Item categories with location
parameters at the lower end of the continuum best capture depression severity in more normative—as opposed
to clinically severe—symptom ranges. Items with category location parameters at the high end of the latent

continuum best capture symptom severity in more severe
or elevated symptom ranges. Both item discrimination
and category location parameters are critical to scale
evaluation. Traditional sum scores treat all items as equivalent, yet differences in these parameters influence estimates of individuals’ true scores. Discrimination and
category location parameters were estimated for each of
the 26 CDI items in the present study. Furthermore, for
each participant, latent trait levels of symptom severity
were estimated as a theta score (Θ) that was treated as
the total score on the CDI.
Investigation of measurement invariance. To investigate measurement invariance, the category locations and
discrimination parameters for each item were compared
across racial/ethnic groups. Statistically significant differences across groups indicate differential item functioning
(DIF). DIF (Agnoff, 1993) exists when an item displays
different statistical properties across groups, after differences in the trait levels of the groups are accounted for. In
the present study, DIF for a CDI item would indicate that
the item differentially captures depression symptom
severity across racial/ethnic groups—that is, that latent
symptom severity alone does not account for participants’
individual responses to the CDI—and the absence of DIF
would indicate that the item demonstrates measurement
invariance (de Ayala, 2009).
We began the process of linking item and respondent
characteristics across subgroups using the lordif package
in R. Items that were invariant across all four groups were
identified and then used as anchors to recalibrate all the
CDI item responses to the same metric across groups so
that the racial/ethnic group comparisons could be made
appropriately. Next, a hybrid IRT/logistic regression
approach (using the proportional-odds logistic regression method) to investigating DIF was performed (see
S. W. Choi et al., 2011). This approach allowed for the
detection of both uniform and nonuniform DIF. DIF is
considered uniform when the effect is constant along the
latent trait level of depression symptomatology, and DIF
is considered nonuniform when the effect varies conditionally along the latent trait level. A set of three ordinal
logistic regression models were fit for each item (as
detailed later). In each model, the dependent variable
was the probability of endorsing each of the three
response categories for that item (Pcategory 0, 1, 2), whereas
the independent variables included trait levels of depression symptomatology, race/ethnicity, and the interaction
between these two terms. Each predictor was added
incrementally in a new regression model, resulting in
hierarchical nesting of the three models.
The models were compared by means of likelihood
ratio χ2 statistics. Also, for fit magnitude, McFadden’s
pseudo-R2 (a proxy R2 value used in logistic regression to
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estimate the gain in log likelihood from the model’s
explanatory variables; Veall & Zimmermann, 1996) was
calculated. Subsequently, for model comparison we
examined differences between the pseudo-R2 values. In
addition, we computed the absolute proportional change
in point estimates for β1 (Model 1 vs. Model 2). Model 1
included an intercept plus the latent trait level of depression symptom severity (Pcategory 0, 1, 2 = intercept + β1* trait
level), and this model is nested within Model 2. Model 2
included an intercept, the latent trait level of symptom
severity, and racial/ethnic group membership (P category 0,
1, 2 = intercept + β1* trait level + β2* group), and this
model is nested within Model 3. Model 3 included an
intercept, the latent trait level of depression symptom
severity, ethnic group membership, and the interaction
term between latent trait level and group membership
(Pcategory 0, 1, 2 = intercept + β1* trait level + β2* group + β2*
trait level * group). The interaction term in Model 3 represents the specific test for DIF, evaluating whether trait
levels of depression symptom severity vary by ethnic
group membership across each item. The significance of
this model is tested against Model 1 and Model 2. The
comparisons of Model 1 to Model 2 and Model 1 to
Model 3 test for uniform DIF, whereas the comparison of
Model 2 to Model 3 tests for nonuniform DIF.
After all items were tested for DIF, empirically derived
cutoffs for the value of each test statistic (χ2, β, and
pseudo-R2) were used to evaluate whether DIF was
meaningful. The cutoffs were derived from multiple
Monte Carlo simulated data sets, preserving observed
group differences in trait level, under the null hypothesis
that all 26 items were invariant. This method of simulation, described in detail by S. W. Choi and colleagues
(2011), repeatedly computes various levels of magnitude
across the simulated data sets from which the empirical
distributions are derived—using the correlation structure
of the data and reducing the probability of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis that all items are invariant. Test
statistics that exceeded the Monte Carlo cutoffs suggested
clinically meaningful, as oppose to spurious, DIF. This
approach is particularly appropriate for evaluating the
magnitude of pseudo-R2 values. For most pseudo-R2 values an interpretation in terms of magnitude is problematic (see, e.g., Mittlboeck & Schemper, 1996). Because
there are no goodness-of-fit cutoffs, Monte Carlo simulations provide an empirical way to evaluate these measures. Next, for items flagged for DIF, racial/ethnic
group-specific item discrimination and category location
parameters were estimated. Using these group-specific
estimates, a new DIF-adjusted trait (Θ) estimate was produced for every participant, accounting for cross-ethnic
measurement bias so that all latent trait estimates of
symptom severity had comparable meaning and could be
evaluated on the same scale.
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Comparison of CDI scoring methods. To test for
impact of measurement bias, IRT latent trait estimates of
depression symptom severity were compared with traditional total CDI scores. Total scores for each participant
were calculated by summing item responses (0, 1, or 2)
across all 26 items. An ANOVA was performed to investigate mean differences across racial/ethnic groups
between total scores and DIF-adjusted Θ scores. Cohen’s
d effect sizes were calculated using mean differences and
standard deviations for each pairwise group comparison
to determine whether racial/ethnic group differences (or
lack therefore) were equivalent under classical test theory and IRT estimations. Next, we identified youths who
met the CDI cutoff for clinically significant depression
(i.e., >85th percentile of normative scores; see Kovacs,
2004). For all youths meeting this criterion, we calculated
whether they also met the 85th percentile criterion for
clinically elevated, DIF-adjusted, trait estimates of symptom severity. Mismatched cases, that is, those for which
total scores were not classified into the same symptom
severity groups across scoring methods, reflected biased
estimates of youth depression symptoms.

Results
The results of the ordinal EFA based on polychoric correlations supported unidimensionality of the CDI for the
full sample, as well as for each racial/ethnic group individually. Eigenvalues for the full sample are given in
Figure 1. The scree plot shows the eigenvalues of the full
solution and, in addition, includes the eigenvalues of a
random data matrix of the same size as the original one,
computed from a parallel analysis. This analysis computed random data matrices of the same size and shape
using resampled and normal data, allowing us to compare the results of our EFA to the average eigenvalues
that would be produced by chance, strengthening the
evidence that our results for dimensionality differ from
chance. The one-factor solution produced the best fit,
based on two goodness-of-fit test criteria that have been
shown to best estimate the number of interpretable factors (Henson & Roberts, 2006; Zwick & Velicer, 1986): the
Velicer Minimum Average Partial test (MAP; Velicer, 1976)
and the Very Simple Structure criterion (VSS; Revelle &
Rocklin, 1979). The MAP represents the squared, average
partial correlation among items after removing the effect
of the factors. The factor structure that minimizes the
average partial correlations represents best fit. The VSS
test degrades the factor solution to test how well the factor matrix fits the correlation matrix, with the maximum
value achieved representing the ideal number of factors
to extract.
The single factor solution for the full sample produced
a MAP value of 0.01 and a maximum VSS value of 0.74.
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Fig. 1. Scree plot for ordinal exploratory factor analysis (EFA). The
ordinal factor analysis is based on polychoric correlations. Eigenvalues
along the y-axis correspond to two sets of factors along the x-axis. The
eigenvalues illustrated by the black line and labeled “Original CDI
Data” represent the full-sample solution for the original empirical data
set. The eigenvalues illustrated by the gray line and labeled “Simulated Data” represent a parallel analysis, for which the plotted values
indicate the average eigenvalues computed from a series of random
data matrices of the same size as the original one. The simulated solution represents the eigenvalues that would be derived from the factor
analysis by chance. The contrast between the two sets of eigenvalues
indicates that our EFA solution differs from chance. Based on this plot
in combination with the fit statistics for the EFA, we conclude that the
data for the full sample are unidimensional. CDI = Children’s Depression Inventory.

The results of the ordinal factor analysis for each racial/
ethnic subgroup produced a similar picture with all
eigenvalues, MAP and VSS values in the appropriate
range for a unidimensional solution. Based on these
measures and in conjunction with the “elbow criterion”
(Thorndike, 1953; visual detection of the point where
change is greatest and at which adding another factor
results in minimal gain in variance accounted for) in the
scree plot we concluded that the CDI was unidimensional. Accordingly, all subsequent IRT and DIF analyses
were conducted on the full CDI as a single scale.

Graded response model, DIF detection,
and test information across racial/
ethnic groups
To verify the feasibility of the GRM as the base model in
our subsequent DIF analysis, we tested the fit of the GRM
for each of the four subgroups separately using the R
package mirt (Chalmers, 2012). The fit indices—including root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA),

root mean square residual (RMSR), and comparative fit
index (CFI) values—supported good fit (see Browne &
Cudeck, 1993; Hu & Bentler, 1999) for White youths
(RMSEA = .041 [95% CI = .038–.045] ; RMSR = .052; CFI =
.97), Black youths (RMSEA = .043 [95% CI = .037–.049];
RMSR = .059; CFI = .96), Asian youths (RMSEA = .025
[95% CI = .00–.040]; RMSR = .067; CFI = .99), and Latino
youths (RMSEA = .043 [95% CI = .039–.048]; RMSR = .053;
CFI = .96). Based on these results we concluded that the
GRM fit the data for each of the four groups, and we
proceeded with a model for the full sample followed by
DIF analyses. The IRT parameters from the GRM of the
full sample indicated that discrimination parameters for
all 26 items ranged from α = 0.91 to α = 2.56, falling
within the range of “good” discrimination (0.80 to 2.50;
de Ayala, 2009) and demonstrating that the construct
under study is not too narrow in this sample. Although
each item on the CDI initially included three response
categories (0, 1, and 2), the number of response categories was collapsed from three to two on 13 of the 26
items as a result of low endorsement (i.e., < five observations) of the most extreme response (category 2; see S.
W. Choi et al., 2011). On the full-scale level, Figure 2
illustrates the range of information on symptom severity
that the CDI is able to capture for each racial/ethnic
group across the full range of scores.
Prior to performing DIF analyses, the proportional
odds assumption was tested to ensure that the DIF
approach could be applied appropriately. We performed
a graphical proportional odds inspection for the probability of endorsing each response category (Harrell, 2001)
across each of the CDI items based on latent trait scores
of depression symptom severity and racial/ethnic group
membership. Results confirm that the proportional odds
assumption was met. The DIF analyses revealed that only
6 of the 26 CDI items were invariant across racial/ethnic
groups; these were items for sadness, crying spells, indecisiveness, sleep disturbance, loneliness, and lack of
friends. The 20 remaining items displayed DIF across
racial/ethnic groups. For each item displaying DIF, empirical cutoffs for test statistics based on the Monte Carlo
simulated data sets revealed that all of the χ2, pseudo-R2,
and β values from the comparison of logistic regression
models exceeded the thresholds for meaningful differences in item properties. Therefore, evidence suggested
that the DIF for all 20 items was meaningful and warranted further investigation. The item parameters for all
20 items were recalculated to produce ethnic group-
specific item discrimination and category location estimates that account for the differential functioning of the
items (see Table 1). Category location estimates are item
location parameters referring to the DIF-adjusted trait
level of symptom severity where respondents crossed the
threshold from one response category to the next (i.e.,
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Fig. 2. Test information curve for the full CDI scale by racial/ethnic group. Test information curves depict the
precision of the estimates of latent depression symptom severity across the full range of scores, for each group.
Test information, or precision, on the y-axis is calculated by taking the reciprocal of the variance of the item
parameters (discrimination and category-threshold location). The greatest amount of information is available for
all four groups at symptom severity levels between approximately −0.50 and 2.50 (total sample M = 0.01) on the
x-axis. Yet, the CDI demonstrates the greatest precision for measuring symptom severity in youths identifying as
Asian, followed by youths identifying as White; the scale has lower precision for youths identifying as Black and
Latino compared with youths identifying as Asian or White. CDI = Children’s Depression Inventory.

from category 0 to 1, and from 1 to 2). Category locations
ranged from 0.13 to 2.52 at the first threshold and from
1.87 to 5.17 at the second threshold. Results indicated a
considerable range of trait levels captured, which provides added support for the suitability of the present IRT
methods for this clinical construct of depression symptomatology (Reise & Waller, 2009).

Magnitude and direction of DIF for
nonequivalent items
For the items displaying DIF with test statistics exceeding
Monte Carlo thresholds for clinical significance, differential step functioning analyses (Penfield, Gattamorta, &
Childs, 2009) were conducted to determine which ethnic
groups and item parameters differed from one another.
Item category location parameters were compared across
ethnic groups and group differences were evaluated using
empirical cutoffs for small, medium, and large effect sizes.
For each ethnic-group-specific response category threshold on every item (crossing from 0 to 1 = b1, and from 1
to 2 = b2), difference scores were computed pairwise
between ethnic groups. Between-group differences in
each category location (Δb1 and Δb2) constitute a small
effect if less than 0.25, a medium effect if 0.26 to 0.50, and
a large effect if greater than 0.50. This post hoc testing is
warranted, as the magnitude of DIF could be masked at
the group level if there are differing patterns of group
discrepancies for each response category. In effect, group
differences in item parameters may vary with symptom

severity and differential step functioning provides an
appropriate evaluation of whether this is the case.
Results of these analyses revealed that group differences varied widely across the symptom clusters defined
by Kovacs (2004) as interpersonal problems, ineffectiveness, negative self-esteem, negative mood, and anhedonia,
suggesting that group differences were not specific to
symptom type. However, item-level group differences are
consistent with prior research on racial/ethnic group differences in culturally normative expressions of distress
related to depression, which is important for conceptualizing possible sources of DIF (McHorney & Fleishman,
2006). For example, an examination of the items with large
effect sizes for group differences in item parameters reveals
that Item 11 “Irritability” indicates significantly higher
symptom severity for Asian, Black, and Latino youths compared with White youths. This pattern of results is consistent with existing literature indicating that irritability may
be a more culturally normative expression of distress than
sadness in ethnic minority youths (see reviews by Anderson
& Mayes, 2010; H. Choi, 2002). Item 25, “feeling unloved,”
indicates the greatest level of severity for White youths
compared with all ethnic minority groups, and this item
indicates the lowest level of severity for Asian youths. This
finding is consistent with literature suggesting that expressions of love are more implicit than explicit in many Asian
cultures (H. Choi, 2002). Therefore, this symptom may not
be a strong indicator of depression among these youths,
for whom less frequent explicit statements of affection
may be a relatively normative experience.
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Table 1. Racial/Ethnic Group-Specific Item Discrimination and Location Parameters for Each Item Displaying Differential Item
Functioning (DIF)
White
CDI Items
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

I am sad all the time
Nothing will ever work
out for me
I do everything wrong
Nothing is fun at all
I am bad all the time
I am sure that terrible
things will happen to me
I hate myself
All bad things are my fault
I feel like crying every day
Things bother me all the
time
I do not want to be with
people at all
I cannot make up my
mind about things
I look ugly
I have to push myself
all the time to do my
schoolwork
I have trouble sleeping
every night
I am tired all the time
Most days I do not feel
like eating
I do not worry about
aches and pains
I do not feel alone
I never have fun at school
I do not have any friends
I do very badly in subjects
I used to be good in
I can never be as good as
other kids
Nobody really loves me
I never do what I am told
I get into fights all the
time

Black

Asian

Latino

α

b1

b2

α

b1

b2

α

b1

b2

α

b1

b2

—
1.95

—
1.08

—
NA

—
1.59

—
0.96

—
NA

—
1.60

—
0.98

—
NA

—
1.60

—
0.53

—
NA

2.44
1.45
1.47
1.32

1.79
1.42
2.28
1.15

NA
NA
NA
3.72

1.53
1.31
0.82
0.71

1.57
0.78
2.25
0.95

NA
NA
NA
5.17

3.33
1.33
1.45
2.03

1.58
0.96
1.86
0.73

NA
NA
NA
2.20

1.59
1.02
0.82
0.97

1.61
0.79
2.41
0.70

NA
NA
NA
3.98

2.67
1.67
—
1.69

1.62
1.71
—
0.61

2.93
NA
—
2.46

2.33
1.49
—
1.33

1.78
1.35
—
0.95

2.84
NA
—
2.64

3.10
1.77
—
1.90

1.24
1.27
—
0.75

2.23
NA
—
1.87

2.37
1.47
—
1.51

1.55
1.24
—
1.01

2.54
NA
—
2.50

1.18

2.51

NA

1.11

1.56

NA

1.35

1.94

NA

1.36

1.90

NA

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

1.44
1.49

0.84
0.96

3.09
2.24

1.71
1.11

1.13
0.37

2.67
2.12

1.44
1.45

0.52
0.85

2.92
2.07

1.12
0.96

0.75
0.20

3.40
2.02

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

1.26
1.15

0.31
2.11

2.42
3.65

0.98
0.94

0.99
1.14

2.74
2.37

1.25
0.91

0.42
2.11

2.34
3.82

0.95
1.11

1.08
1.16

3.03
2.18

1.14

1.50

3.95

0.93

0.97

3.14

1.60

1.05

2.63

0.90

0.77

3.42

—
0.83
—
1.67

—
0.92
—
1.46

—
4.47
—
2.73

—
0.77
—
1.06

—
0.16
—
0.90

—
3.84
—
2.45

—
1.02
—
1.93

—
0.80
—
1.40

—
3.50
—
2.73

—
0.94
—
1.08

—
0.61
—
0.77

—
3.63
—
2.38

1.69

1.01

2.54

1.18

0.51

2.77

1.33

0.82

2.32

1.14

0.22

2.50

1.31
1.57
1.70

2.52
1.65
2.05

NA
NA
NA

1.93
0.79
1.04

1.93
1.12
1.73

NA
NA
NA

1.40
1.26
1.83

1.39
1.60
1.88

NA
NA
NA

1.62
0.96
1.17

1.77
0.84
1.83

NA
NA
NA

Note: CDI = Children’s Depression Inventory. Items with missing parameters were not flagged for DIF and group-specific parameters were
not needed. α = discrimination parameter, the strength of association between the item and the underlying construct of depression severity
(analogous to the correlation between the item score and latent symptom severity). b1 = category threshold location 1, the level of symptom
severity along the latent continuum where participants have a greater probability of endorsing a response of “1” compared with a response of
“0.” b2 = category threshold location 2, the level of symptom severity along the latent continuum where participants have a greater probability of
endorsing a response of “2” compared with a response of “1.” NA = second category threshold is not applicable because there were fewer than 5
observations in the response category and responses were collapsed to “0” and “1” only.

The test information curve in Figure 2 provides information that is consistent with the general patterns of DIF
for the item discrimination parameter across racial/ethnic
groups. The discrimination parameter values for White

and Asian youths tend to trend together, whereas discrimination values for Black and Latino youths tend to trend
together. For the 20 items displaying DIF, discrimination
was higher for Asian and White youths than for Black and
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Latino youths on 18 items, and Asian youths represented
the group with the highest item-discrimination on 10 of
the items. In addition, the category location thresholds
reflect a similar pattern, with White and Asian youths
tending to have similar locations and Black and Latino
youths tending to lie at similar locations for each threshold (see Table 1). These results suggest that the strength
of the association between symptoms and the underlying
latent trait of depression is strongest for Asian and White
youths. A possible explanation for the high level of test
information among Asian youths is that their responses
may be more consistent across the measure, resulting in
higher interitem correlations and the greatest amount of
information available on the latent trait. In addition, results
suggest that the trait levels captured by the category location thresholds are most similar for White and Asian
youths compared with Black and Latino youths. Both sets
of findings reflect results from the test information curve
indicating that the CDI provides more information for
White and Asian youths than Black and Latino youths.

Racial/ethnic group differences for
total symptom severity
A one-way ANOVA revealed significant mean-differences
in unadjusted CDI, raw, total scores across ethnic groups,
F(3, 2323) = 43.77, p = .00. Unadjusted total scores were
calculated by summing the raw responses (0, 1, or 2) from
each of the 26 items. Total scores ranged from 0 to 44 in
the current sample. White youths (M = 5.13, SE = 0.81)
had significantly lower depression severity than any other
group. Using Cohen’s d criteria, the effect sizes for these
group differences ranged from small (d = 0.27, White vs.
Asian youths) to medium (d = 0.49, White vs. Black
youths; d = 0.50, White vs. Latino youths). Asian youths
(M = 6.82, SE = 0.55) had significantly lower depression
severity than Black (M = 8.25, SE = 0.32) or Latino (M =
8.31, SE = 0.25) youths, although the effects were small
(d = 0.23 and d = 0.24, respectively). Latino youths had
the highest levels of depression severity followed by Black
youths, with no significant difference between the two.
With DIF-adjusted trait estimates as the dependent
variable, the overall main effect of ethnic group remained
significant, but the patterns of group differences changed
in some respects, F(3, 2323) = 4.16, p = .01. DIF-adjusted
trait estimates were calculated by summing the recalibrated, IRT responses from each of the 26 items. DIFadjusted scores ranged from −1.61 to 3.39 in the current
sample. White youths still had significantly lower depression severity (M = −0.07, SE = 0.03) than Black (M = 0.08,
SE = 0.04) and Latino (M = 0.06, SE = 0.03) youths, but
the effect sizes were below threshold for even a small
effect (d = 0.17 and d = 0.14, respectively). Furthermore,
White youths did not differ from Asian youths (M = 0.04,
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SE = 0.07) and Asian youths also did not differ from Black
and Latino youths. The relative position of Black and
Latino youths changed, with Blacks showing nonsignificantly higher depression symptom levels than Latinos.
Overall, racial/ethnic differences in total symptom
severity were markedly smaller in magnitude after adjusting for DIF, with none of the statistically significant mean
differences meeting the criterion for even a small effect
size, and with the relative positions of Black and Latino
youths reversed, relative to their position with unadjusted
scores.

Racial/ethnic group differences
for clinically elevated depression
symptoms
Following Kovacs (2004), we used the 85th percentile as
a cutoff for clinically elevated depression symptoms. An
analysis of the distribution for both types of scores
resulted in the identification of threshold values to identify the 85th percentile of participants. In the present
sample, this was a raw, total score of 13. The corresponding 85th percentile cutoff for the DIF-adjusted trait estimates was a Θ value of 0.99. Frequency distributions of
only youths with elevated total scores revealed the following classification patterns: all of the White youths
with clinically elevated total scores also had DIF-adjusted
trait scores in the clinically elevated range (Θ > 0.99). For
Black youths with clinically elevated total scores, only
77% had clinically elevated DIF-adjusted trait scores. For
Asian youths with clinically elevated total scores, only
90% had clinically elevated DIF-adjusted trait scores. For
Latino youths with clinically elevated total scores, only
71% had clinically elevated DIF-adjusted trait scores. In
other words, relying on traditional sum scores and not
accounting for DIF across items led to overestimation of
clinically elevated symptom severity (more false positives) in all three ethnic minority groups. Thus, due to
measurement bias 10% to 29% of racial/ethnic minority
youths were misclassified as having clinically elevated
depression symptoms (see Fig. 3).

Associations of other demographic
factors with DIF-adjusted trait
estimates
Finally, we conducted post hoc analyses probing whether
other demographic factors were associated with DIFadjusted trait estimates. Previous research suggests that
differing experiences related to racial/ethnic background
may be associated with immigration status, gender, and
socioeconomic status (SES). Independent samples t tests
compared mean DIF-adjusted trait estimates by gender
and immigration history (i.e., whether youths were first-,
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Fig. 3. Distribution of differential item functioning (DIF)-adjusted clinically elevated symptom severity scores (for youths classified into the
clinically elevated range based on original CDI total scores) across racial/ethnic groups. Vertical dashed lines represent the DIF-adjusted
cutoff for 85th percentile latent severity scores. All youths to the left of the cutoff were originally classified into the clinically elevated range
by CDI total scores, but do not meet the criterion for clinically elevated symptoms once scores are adjusted for DIF. White youths were classified equivalently regardless of scoring method (Panel A). Black youths were not classified equivalently across scoring methods; 23% were
misclassified into the clinically elevated range for total score and did not meet DIF-adjusted criteria (Panel B). For Asian youths, 10% were
misclassified (Panel C). For Latino youths, 29% were misclassified (Panel D). CDI = Children’s Depression Inventory.

second-, or third-generation Americans). A one-way
ANOVA was performed to compare DIF-adjusted trait estimates by language spoken in the home. Parental education and occupation were requested in study assessments,
to provide SES data, but could not be included because of
missing data; many youths did not know their parents’
highest level of education or specific job.
Results indicated that students across all racial/ethnic
groups who were first-generation immigrants had significantly higher symptom severity than students born in the
United States (t = −3.82, p = .00); the overall effect was
small (d = −0.24). There were no differences in severity
by immigration history within any of the four racial/
ethnic groups individually. It is important to note, however, that there was significant heterogeneity in the
nationalities that were identified by Asian and Latino
youths and analysis of immigration history from differing
countries was not included due to the small sample size
of many subgroups. DIF-adjusted symptom severity was
significantly greater for youths who spoke only a language other than English with their parents compared
with those speaking only English (mean difference =
0.26, p = .01). Youths speaking mostly another language
with their parents also endorsed higher symptom severity
than English speaking only youths (mean difference =

0.24, p = .00). Youths who spoke mostly English at home
or equal amounts of English and another language did
not differ from any other group. There were also no differences in symptom severity associated with language
use when examining effects within the individual racial/
ethnic groups. There were no gender differences with
respect to mean DIF-adjusted trait estimates of depression severity across the full sample (t = −0.69, p = .49), or
within individual racial/ethnic groups.
A linear regression was performed to test the association of DIF-adjusted trait estimates with student age.
Student age was positively associated with depression
symptom severity, such that older youths had higher
scores on the CDI (t = 4.56, p = .00). However, age only
accounted for 1% of the variance in DIF-adjusted trait
estimates (adjusted R2 = .01). In sum, demographic variables that are often associated with race/ethnicity had
only very modest effects in relation to DIF-adjusted
depression trait estimates in the present study.

Discussion
Psychological scientists have long questioned whether
the experience and expression of youth depression could
actually be alike across racially/ethnically diverse groups
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in America, given marked group differences in culture,
social status, and experience in the United States. Studies
have tackled this question, but limitations in measurement and data analytic methods, and in sample composition, have left it unclear whether the (rather mixed)
findings on depression severity in different racial/ethnic
groups are meaningful and interpretable. We sought to
shed new light on the question by examining whether
raw scores on the CDI—the most widely used self-report
measure of youth depression symptoms—were equivalent indicators of symptom severity for youths across the
four largest racial/ethnic groups in the United States:
White, Black, Asian, and Latino. The findings indicate
that (a) equivalent raw scores on the CDI do not indicate
equivalent latent levels of depression symptom severity
for youths in the four racial/ethnic groups and (b) the
strength of individual symptoms in characterizing expression of depression symptomatology differs across the
four groups.
Our ordinal EFA showed that there was a common
latent dimension of depression across racial/ethnic
groups (see also Cole et al., 1998; Crockett et al., 2005;
Latzman et al., 2011; Steele et al., 2006; Trent et al., 2013),
but our subsequent IRT findings showed that under comparable dimensional structure measurement variance
may still be detected. The potential for detection of variance within similar factor structure supports the value of
analytic applications beyond traditional factor analytic
methods of testing invariance. Indeed, our findings
showed that CDI items differed across racial/ethnic
groups in (a) the level of depression severity indicated by
the individual symptom items and (b) the strength of
association between each item and the latent trait of
depression. When DIF was properly adjusted for, what
had previously appeared to be rather striking racial/
ethnic differences in level of depression symptom severity shrank markedly, with no group difference meeting
criteria for even a small effect. In addition, when these
adjustments were made, it became clear that standard
scoring of the CDI would lead to misclassification of
many minority youths as “clinically elevated”: 10% of
Asian youths, 23% of Black youths, and 29% of Latino
youths. By contrast, no White youths were misclassified
using standard CDI scoring. So, despite group similarity
in dimensional structure of the CDI, DIF across groups
led to an exaggerated picture of group differences in
overall symptom severity levels, and to inaccurate classification of many youths as falling into the clinical range
of severity. Significantly, the distorting effect of racial/
ethnic group differences in item functioning was seen
only in the three minority groups.
These findings suggest that an uncritical application of
standard scoring procedures for such self-report clinical
measures as the CDI could lead to faulty conclusions
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about psychopathology, particularly in racial/ethnic
minority groups, with possible consequences for both
research and clinical practice. One research consequence,
for example, could be inaccurate estimates of incidence
and prevalence in epidemiologic research, resulting in
inappropriate conclusions about relative risk in various
population groups. On the clinical front, one consequence
of a failure to correct for DIF across groups could be an
inflation in false-positive rates in clinical assessment,
resulting in inappropriate identification of youths as candidates for targeted prevention, or treatment referral.
Such problems are not inevitable consequences of DIF
across racial/ethnic groups, on the CDI or other clinical
measures. Although IRT is sometimes used in an effort to
develop or revise measures to be invariant or “fair” for all
respondents, DIF detection through IRT can also be used
to adjust scoring procedures for measures whose contents will not be altered. Algorithms can be programmed
(e.g., within statistical software packages like R) that convert individuals’ observed responses to DIF-adjusted trait
estimates, thus generating scores that can be appropriately compared across different population groups. Our
findings highlight the potential impact of pairing IRT
analyses to identify DIF across groups with algorithm
development to create more accurate and interpretable
DIF-adjusted scores—certainly for the CDI, and also
potentially for an array of other clinical measures.
In addition to these implications, our findings may
suggest a useful strategy for identifying those symptom
clusters that are more, and less, likely to differ as a function of race and ethnicity. We found, for example, that
items displaying cross-group differences tended to fall
into clusters the CDI manual identifies as interpersonal
problems (e.g., misbehavior, reduced social interest),
ineffectiveness (e.g., difficulty with school work, self-
deprecation), and negative self-esteem (e.g., feeling
unloved, increased pessimism). By contrast, items in the
negative mood (e.g., sadness, irritability, indecisiveness)
and anhedonia (e.g., sleep disturbances, loneliness) clusters were less likely to show DIF. This pattern might be
seen as consistent with arguments in the literature that
racial/ethnic group differences in depression symptomatology reflect group differences in such constructs as
“fatalism” resulting in greater pessimism (see H. Choi,
2002), perceptions of efficacy ( Jenkins, Kleinman, &
Good, 1991), and “stigma of inferiority” (Wight et al.,
2005). So, the IRT approach used here could be part of a
useful strategy for identifying the kinds of content that
does, and does not, differ by racial/ethnic group, and
thus identifying racial/ethnic group patterns in the experience and expression of depression.
The study’s contributions should be viewed in the
context of study limitations and strengths. There were
important reasons for focusing specifically on early
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adolescence and eliminating the suicide item, but both
features of the study placed certain limits on the generalizability of the findings, suggesting a need for additional
research in the future. In addition, the focus of this study
on racial/ethnic group differences may have overlooked
factors that might account for more variance in CDI
responses than race and ethnicity. Indeed, even future
research that continues to focus on race and ethnicity
might do well to dig more deeply into hypothesized
explanatory variables, including, for example, experiences with perceived discrimination and “minority status,” economic disadvantage, stressors associated with
immigration and acculturation, and group differences in
parenting behaviors and criticism (see Helms, Jernigan, &
Mascher, 2005).
A related point is that the choice of any particular
depression measure will place limits on the theoretical
constructs that can be appropriately examined. Consider,
for example, the theoretically important distinction in the
depression literature between sociotropy (related to
interpersonal concerns) and autonomy (related to
achievement concerns) (see Robins & Luten, 1991). We
began to explore this distinction, but found that results
with our data set did not map neatly onto this body of
work. For example, the CDI items “loneliness” and “lack
of friends” showed no DIF, and were equivalent across
groups. Items involving “reduced social interest,” “school
performance decrement,” and “self-deprecation” displayed generally small group difference effect sizes, and
the direction of DIF differed across the items. It is possible that differences in item functioning across racial/
ethnic groups are not related in any clear way to the
distinction between sociotropy and autonomy; but it is
also possible that the CDI items, which were not designed
to capture these two theoretical constructs, in fact do not
capture them. Perhaps the best way to examine the
sociotropy–autonomy distinction in relation to DIF would
be to use a different depression measure, one that is
designed specifically to capture those constructs.
The limitations of the study highlight the importance of
not applying DIF-adjustments uncritically to youths from
racial/ethnic minority backgrounds in research and clinical settings. Cultural and individual differences are quite
complex. Subgroup analyses to explore differences by
nationality and specific ethnicity (e.g., youths identifying
as Mexican may differ significantly from those identifying
as Puerto Rican) could not be included due to sample size
limitations, but would be a valuable addition in future
research with larger samples. In addition, at the individual
participant or patient level, relying on adjusted CDI scores
alone may not be sufficient for accurate assessment, and
more comprehensive assessments should be considered.
Several strengths of the study also warrant attention.
The large, diverse sample of youths made it possible to
overcome limitations of previous research on this topic,

including samples that were too small for optimal use of
IRT, and samples that included only White youths and
one minority group. Our inclusion of youths from the
four largest racial/ethnic groups in the United States
allowed cross-ethnic comparisons between majority and
minority groups, and across minority groups as well. The
geographical diversity of participants may also have
added to the generalizability of findings, reducing the
likelihood that results would reflect the distinctive culture
of a single region of the United States. The study’s focus
on the theoretically important period of early adolescence, while limiting the developmental range of the
sample, was a strength in other respects. It provided a
precise look at the period when rates of depression begin
to surge, and it reduced developmental variation in a way
that supported the study’s emphasis on racial/ethnic
groups rather than age differences (see van Beek et al.,
2012). Focusing on one discreet developmental period is
consistent with the guidance of McLaughlin and colleagues (2007), who caution against making cross-racial/
ethnic group comparisons irrespective of developmental
period.
The findings suggest that caution should be used
when interpreting and drawing conclusions about racial/
ethnic group differences in CDI scores, and future
research using similar methods may reach similar conclusions about other widely used clinical measures. When
symptom measures are indicative of different severity levels across groups, or are differentially discriminating, it
may be unwise to take raw sum scores at their face value;
doing so may produce estimates that mask or exaggerate
the degree of symptom severity for youths from different
racial/ethnic backgrounds. In such cases, the use of scoring algorithms that correct for DIF can reduce bias and
produce more interpretable data and more valid conclusions. IRT methods like those used in this study can provide psychological scientists with the tools needed to
identify racial/ethnic group differences and correct for
them, strengthening research on clinical dysfunction and
improving the accuracy of clinical assessment.
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